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In the beginning of the semester I was thinking this semester could be harder and I didn't take it

before so maybe it could be difficult. However, after I took this course and like 1 week later I

realized that this is not harder than what I thought before and this is the only reason I took

English another one before semester so this can be easier to understand. As a writer I can say that

writers are always thinking about reality, whatever writers think, and feel. I learned when I was

doing an online class so profesor gave us a story, or like a topic or any question, then these help

me to think of others, and this can express more knowledge of what I think. Also, when I read

something I see it can be normal words but this can mean deeply. This helps me to understand

that a writer's thoughts can be deeper  and deeper. One thing I realize about early in the semester

and now that all of the courses can be difficult at the end of the semester. When I started the

semester it was not as much homework as free, but at the end of the semester all courses have so

much homework and exams so it's difficult to manage every single course. For these courses

When I took the semester before in other English I learned what genre is, how to choose genre

and how to use resources for my genre. Therefore, In this semester I easily understood what the

genre is but, When I used resources I found it difficult to use MLA and so I lost some points on
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my writing. Therefore I don’t want to lose my points and I ask my professor how I can solve it

and how I can get more points on writing so my professor gave me istraction. Therefore, I want

to revise my Unit two assignment because I made some mistakes so I want to improve and get

more points on my unit two. For this semester it was so challenging how I can understand all

topics because if I don't understand or miss any classes that can be hard to understand better. I

have work so it is difficult to attend everyday class. I hope at the end of the semester I will get a

better gpa.

In this course for  this semester I worked in group work, which is really helpful and

group work always helps to understand how to organize, to know others' experience, help

critical situations, evaluating, solving problems, building academic self-confidence, and also

receive social support and encouragement to take risks. I’m not talking about only mine, group

work really helps others. Also, if the professor is nice and helpful that course can be better than I

always thought because some of the course professors are strict so students are scared and they

don’t want to participate, they feel ashamed. Therefore, I really like this class and I will miss my

professor this course and for my statistics course I will miss both professors because the whole

semester they were so nice and helpful and gave students a chance to express their thoughts. I did

annotated bibliography, speech, multimodal projects, youtube videos, read some stories and these

are my examples that I did this semester. Also, For the next semester it will be easy for me to

learn other English or in the future like how to write multimodal assignments, annotated
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bibliography. If someone struggles with any of the writing I can help them how to write this kind

of writing. I would give advice to upcoming semester students to finish all homework and all

assignments on time, also when the professor gave instruction follow the instruction. These two

things are really important to get better points in the assignments and you will get better numbers

at the end of the semester.


